Development of an autonomously replicating linear vector of the yeast Cryptococcus humicola by using telomere-like sequence repeats.
The yeast Cryptococcus humicola has several attractive properties for practical applications such as in bioremediation and as a source of industrially useful enzymes and compounds. We have developed an autonomously replicating vector of C. humicola to improve its properties. We initially tried to isolate an autonomously replicating sequence (ARS) from genomic DNA by transformation using a genomic DNA library. We obtained a candidate plasmid vector harboring an ARS that gave high transformation efficiency. Southern blot analysis of transformants revealed the autonomous replication of the introduced vector in some transformants. However, the vector was not only variously altered in length but also linearized. PCR analysis indicated that a telomere-like sequence repeat (TTAGGGGG)( n ) was added to the termini of linearized vector. Thus, we constructed an autonomously replicating linear vector having ten repeats of the telomere-like sequence at both ends. The vector transformed the yeast cells with high transformation efficiency (3230 CFU/μg of DNA), which was approximately 25-fold higher than that of a control vector lacking the repeats, and was autonomously replicated at a roughly constant size. The copy number was estimated to be less than one copy, and Ura(+) mitotic stability varied widely among the transformants and was related to plasmid segregation efficiency.